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PReFaCe
As we celebrate Azadi ka Amritmahotsav marking 75 years of India’s independence 

this year, we should be proud of India’s contribution to the technological revolution 
that is being witnessed by the world today and that has made India a resilient 
tech-hub.

New age technologies are intriguing. While working on our previous book- 
Internet Law: Regulating Cyberspace and Emerging Technologies, both Rodney and  
I felt the desire to come up with a book around Artificial Intelligence (AI) and law. 
This was further fueled when I underwent a certification course on Introduction 
to AI by IBM on Coursera. We began working on the book around July’20, but 
the pandemic kept affecting the work. So much so that it brought us to a halt 
during the second wave in April’21. We intended [and were determined] to come 
up with a book that builds the understanding of AI and its intersection with law. 
Our target was to cater to laypersons and businesses alike. In the mid-way I was 
awarded with the Chevening Scholarship to pursue my Master of Laws (LL.M.) from 
the United Kingdom. With Rodney being in India, moving to the UK proved to 
be a roadblock for the book, as pursuing post-graduate studies demands wealth of 
time. After finishing 50 % of my LL.M. in the first semester, we came back to 
finishing this book. But on the other side, the fabulous Professors and the lectures 
at Queen Mary have only helped in making this book even better.

Our foremost question to begin with the discussion is that are the artificially 
intelligent systems around us truly intelligent? Or are they simply producing 
intelligent results without intelligence? Is it time that we take a break, and introspect 
about how are lives and day to day chores are being driven by AI [and so our 
increased dependency]? Chris Reed, professor of e-commerce law at Queen Mary has 
rightly stated that- an important purpose of law is to create order in human relations, 
so that individuals can interact with each other on a rational and reasonably certain 
basis. Therefore, the policymakers and legislatures today need to introspect that 
whether this modern age of technological advancements have made the governance 
of such systems chaotic? 

Can AI replace humans in various professions, or would it replace the ones 
who do not use it? Marc Lauritsen in one of his papers on machine-assisted legal 
work referred to AI-savvy lawyers to be as rare as vegan butchers. Therefore, this 
analogy, in our humble opinion, makes this book a rare one too! (*Wink*) 
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The text aims to bring forth such discussions by simultaneously analysing the 
developments in the field of artificial intelligence albeit in a lucid manner and for 
the understanding of layperson; students and practitioners of law; and developers 
of such systems.

The text starts by introducing the important history and core concepts behind 
the working of AI, and the significant developments over the period. We also 
introduce the challenges that we are currently faced with [and the upcoming!] 
around the development and regulation of these intelligent systems. 

We then move forward and discuss the methodologies for an effective regulation 
of AI systems, vis-à-vis compare the approaches undertaken by different jurisdictions. 
This also helps us to understand the ascertainment of rights in different types of 
intellectual properties that are created using AI. Before that, we also discuss the 
important concept of personhood, which remains fundamental across jurisdictions 
in the context of creation of AI-assisted intellectual properties. 

It is time to think about how AI gets its nutrition and power for working 
effectively, and whether it is self-sustainable? We promise you will enjoy reading 
this section as much as we enjoyed writing it for you. With day-to-day examples of 
how our data are being used to ‘strengthen’ the desired output of these intelligent 
systems, to the way our endless interactions are empowering their autonomous 
behavior and decision making. Do the users’ ever get to exercise their control 
in the middle? We will understand the way such systems interact with the  
privacy rights and the possible steps to keep in mind for building a symbiotic 
relationship. 

The use of AI has become commonplace, but the core issues of regulation 
remain out of grasp. The text examines how the growth of AI technology, and the 
digital marketplaces are disrupting competition, and calls for the reformulation of 
the norms of regulation around this area. We discuss if it is the time to amend 
our approach of looking at monopolisation of markets from the bird’s eye-view of 
brick-and-mortar shops and consider the ways in which algorithms [coupled with 
ownership of huge datasets] have penetrated and forced to change our perspective 
of looking at the anti-trust laws.

The text while discussing the interaction of AI with various facets of our 
day-to-day lives does not miss out on looking at the future. The text dives into 
looking at different sectors and their interaction with AI. We are sure that AI is 
a disruptive innovation that holds the prowess of changing our future and the 
way we do simplest of things! Hence, the motivation of coming up with this 
book was to remind us in the present age of Industrial Revolution 4.0, that we 
must be thoughtful of the ways in which emerging technologies are interacting 
[and changing] our daily behaviours. The book should act as a reminder for us to 
move ahead with caution, and by balancing innovation and regulation, especially 
when our daily habits, our professions, our ways of commuting, and almost every 
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common [or not so common] actions are getting increasingly dependent on the 
success of these algorithms.

We shall consider ourselves successful if upon finishing the text, the reader is 
better placed in understanding the fundamentals of AI, are clear with the core-
concepts behind functioning of AI, and are confident about knowing different facets 
of AI and its interaction with the law. Most importantly, we would be elated if 
this book becomes your basic guide and deepens your interest in pursuing further 
information on the topic. We strongly encourage you to go through the reading 
list mentioned in this book and keep your thinking caps on! 

As Co-Authors, this book is written in first person plural. However, when we 
speak of ‘we’, we may be referring, variously, to our joint views or experience, or 
either of one of us.

Happy Reading! 

Rodney D. Ryder

Nikhil Naren
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